CREATIVITY

Tasty fun, kids love nibbling
their way to the finish line

A SPORTY OUTING

With Wimbledon fever underway
why not pay a visit to the
Wimbledon Museum where you
can watch interactive films, see
the trophies and watch their
new 3D film? They even have
a ‘ghost’ of John McEnroe that
appears in the changing room
he used to use. If you don’t
make it to the museum catch a
few games on the big screens
that pop up all over town.

THE HANGING DOUGHNUT RACE
Simply thread doughnuts on a string and suspend them
from a horizontal line (like a washing line). The players
have to eat their doughnut with their hands behind
their back, and the first to finish their doughnut, wins!

Riding Essentials

If you’re serious about riding with the little
ones, I would definitely get them a body
protector, and you can get these at any
good equestrian shop. I like a proper
old-fashioned hat, which I get from Riders
& Squires in Kensington. When it comes to
riding boots, AlexandAlexa have a great
selection and I always go for Regent for
little ones, and Ariat for older children.
I usually team these with a pair of half
chaps, to stop any rubbing. For jodhpurs,
Harry Hall does a great selection, and
my favourite at the moment are the
Jenilee Pull-On Jodhpurs which are far
more comfortable than the itchy ones I
wore as a child!

Make a Rosette

You will need:
Glue • Scissors • Tissue paper • Paper • Pen
• Draw a smallish circle on the paper and then cut it out – that makes the
centre of the rosette.
• Glue the circle onto some tissue paper and then trim the edge of the tissue
paper so that it makes a slightly bigger circle.
• Repeat step 2; each circle should get slightly bigger.
• Cut out two tails and then stick them onto the back of the rosette.
• Finish up by writing your message in the centre of the first circle.
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HEALTHY
HOMEMADE
LEMONADE
A summer fête is never without
homemade lemonade. Squeeze six
lemons into a jug, pour in five cups
of cold, still or fizzy water, and then
stir in half a cup of honey, xylitol, or
unrefined sugar. I find this dissolves
easier if you mix it with a tiny bit of
boiling water before pouring into the
mixture. Refrigerate and serve with
ice cubes in old Kilner jars.
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GET CRAFTY

get
CRAFTY

Creative duo Leonora Bamford and Nanny Anita are feeling super
summery and to celebrate they’re sharing their very
best ideas for outdoor play

I

can’t believe it’s summer time already,
the bulbs that the children planted in
January are in full bloom, the birds
are singing, and it’s nice to finally be
able to spend more time outdoors with the
kids. With the sun shining, Nanny Anita
and I have been reminiscing about good
old-fashioned games, and decided to create
our very own summer fête. There are so many
simple games to choose from when you really
think about it – the coconut shy, throwing
hoops, fishing for ducks, apple bobbing, and
of course, the good old egg and spoon race.
Wherever you are this season, why not create
a bit of nostalgic fun?
mybaba.com
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Here comes the summer… I love a
village fête and it's so much fun
recreating one at home
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